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ECampus Guidance
If you teach multiple sections of an asynchronous course and would like to use one Canvas “classroom” for ALL your sections, we can combine the shells electronically. This process is called "Course Merge". Please note: This can only be done for courses that are asynchronous and have the same course number (e.g., ENGL-101A).

When shells are combined, you will have one large "Grades" section that includes all students from all combined sections, one ConferZoom home, etc. Students will be able to interact only with those students registered in the same section as they are. Faculty will need to hide the People Tab in the parent shell and their Office Hour shells.

Process to Request a Course Merge
Complete an eCampus support ticket. Your request should include:

- Course synonym for "Parent" shell.
- Course synonyms for each shell to be merged into the "Parent" shell.

If you have questions, please submit them via the eCampus faculty support ticket located on the Faculty Resources page on the eCampus website.